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Greetings Team –
As many of you know, we have the highest backlog in our company’s
history. Our clients have trusted us to design and build their facilities as
a result of our commitment and dedication to delivering great work. They
believe in us, and we must never break this trust.
Project excellence is unquestionably one of the most important factors for project
success, and we must always keep it top of mind. This starts with developing a
robust safety plan, and pre-construction/ECI excellence where preliminary design/budgeting/schedule/programming is established. Then the fun part begins:
building the project. The primary reason many of us are in construction.
All this work cannot happen without great project managers, our leaders - and
having a robust project manual (PXP), better known as the MWHC Management
Administration Plan (MAP). As we all know, you can’t build a house without a
great foundation. Therefore, your kick-off meeting to discuss and present the
project manual builds on that foundation.
All MWHC jobs require the MAP – or the PXP, as known in the UK - to be in
place as the living document on your job sites. It is our project manager’s responsibility to have our manuals in place, updated and actively used.
Please keep our tradition of building great facilities going with great project excellence. This will result in continued client satisfaction and further success on our
projects.
As always, be safe and thanks for your hard work.

Blair Lavoie, PE
President,
MWH Constructors
Broomfield, Colorado

Congratulations
to the following
MWH Constructors
employees on 25
years of service:
John Abraham
- Directorate
Peter Brewis
- Anglian Operations
Andrea L. Carlson
- Principal Resident Engineer
Norman Dodd
- Commercial
Geoff Kowalski
- Scotland Operations
Eugene E. Nelms
- Commissioning and Startup Manager
Richard Thackray
- Proposals
Dean G. Rusciolelli
- Construction Manager
Tony Wooles
- Severn Trent Operations

We appreciate all your
hard work!

Construction Underway at Fort Polk

U.S. Operations
District 1

On April 16, 2014, groundbreaking ceremonies kicked-off
construction of the new South and North Fort Wastewater
Treatment Plants at Fort Polk in Louisiana. Fort Polk is
home to the Joint Readiness Training Center which trains
and deploys military troops for combat. The U.S. Army
base serves nearly 25,000 military personnel and their
families stationed at Fort Polk. MWH Constructors is proud
to have been selected by American Water’s Military Services to provide design-build services on the project.

MWH Constructors Awarded Contract by
the Town of Cary
MWH Constructors has been awarded a contract by the
Town of Cary, North Carolina to construct the Cary/Apex
Water Treatment Facility upgrades and expansion. The
facility produces drinking water for the surrounding community and is co-owned and co-operated by the towns of
Cary and Apex through a joint agreement.
The Cary/Apex Water Treatment Facility is located six
miles from Jordan Lake, which is part of the Cape Fear
River basin. The upgrade and expansion is being undertaken to meet the area’s growing population. Upon
completion, the project will increase the plant’s pumping
capacity from 40 million gallons per day (mgd) to 56 mgd,
ensuring current and future water supply needs will be
met. The project will include additional treatment units for
sediment removal, filtration, and ozonization, as well as
upgrades to the facility’s chemical feed systems. In addition, upgrades will be made to the laboratory and administration buildings.
Construction began in May 2014, and is scheduled for
completion in May 2016.

Garrison Commander, Colonel Moore, highlighted the
importance of this new facility for the Fort Polk community, indicating the new facilities will help ensure Fort Polk
remains a premier training location well into the future.
The new state-of-the-art plants will replace two existing
plants that have served Fort Polk since 1941, when Camp
Polk first came into existence.
The new facilities will be built on the site of the existing
facilities, and work will include demolition of existing plants
and construction of new modern facilities, significantly
increasing overall capacity. The South Fort wastewater
treatment plant will increase capacity to 4.6 mgd, while the
North Fort plant will be capable of treating 1.7 mgd. The
project scope also includes the design and construction of
a new administration building.
The estimated $65 million project will include two phases.
In the first phase of the project, MWH Constructors will
provide evaluation and final design of the two new activated sludge wastewater treatment plants, as well as the
new administration building. BIM technology will be utilized
prior to construction. This 3D technology will reduce uncertainty, improve safety, anticipate problems and allow the
opportunity to work through potential conflicts in advance
of construction.
The project is expected to be complete by the middle of
2016.

District 2
Austin WTP4 Team Continues to Make
Great Headway
The Austin Water Treatment Plant No. 4 (WTP4) project
team continues to make great progress on the facility.
The $359 million construction management-at-risk project
includes the construction of a new raw water intake, pump
station, 50-mgd potable water treatment plant, and finished
water pipelines. The project also involves three tunnels:
The raw water tunnels are 9-foot-diameter by 4,400 linear
feet (lf) and 7-ft-diameter by 3900 lf. The finished water
tunnel is 35,000 lf.
The new plant will take raw water from Lake Travis and
connect to a pump station via a 9-ft finished diameter
tunnel. The raw water pump station will house vertical
turbine pumps in a building with similar architectural features to that found in the nearby development. From this
pump station, raw water will be pumped up to the water
treatment facility. The Jollyville transmission main will be
tunneled and include approximately 36,300 lf of 84-in pipe.
Under this initial, 50-mgd phase, the major structures to
be constructed include two upflow clarifiers, filter basins,
clearwells, onsite generation of disinfection, solids handling treatment and a finished water pump station. It will
also include chemical feed/storage areas, operations and
maintenance buildings, electrical power substations and
all appurtenances.

During the month of July, the project team reached every
milestone it set out to achieve. The team began filling
the Jollyville Transition Main, the upflow clarifiers were
grounded and passed Certificate of Proper Installation
(COPI), the filter media installation was completed, the raw
water pump station (RWPS) pumps completed 48-hour
testing, and the RWPS pumps were used to fill clarifiers.

As of July 18, the project has reached 95 percent completion. The plant is on schedule to be treating water as part
of the seven day operations test near the end of August.
The overall project is slated to reach substantial completion on August 31, 2014, with a final completion date of
November 30, 2014.

District 3
Clark County Water Reclamation District
Awards Contract for Water Reclamation
Project
MWH Constructors, Inc. & J.A. Tiberti Construction, Inc.
joined together to form Nevada Water Solutions Joint Venture (NWS JV). NWS JV has been awarded the $80 million
contract by the Clark County Water Reclamation District
for an expansion of their main facility. The new project provides the final stage of filtration to wastewater before being
discharged in the Las Vegas Wash and eventually Lake
Mead for reuse by the Las Vegas Valley.

Award Winning Tres Rios Water Reclamation Facility Reaches Completion
In April 2014, the Tres Rios Water Reclamation Facility
reached a major milestone as they celebrated final completion with a formal ribbon cutting ceremony. The ceremony
was held at the Tres Rios WRF and well attended by the
project team, Pima County Board of Directors, key stakeholders, dignitaries and the press.
The $226 million (£134 million)Tres Rios WRF (formerly the
Ina Road Wastewater Reclamation Facility) was delivered
ahead of schedule and under budget with outstanding
quality and safety records through exemplary performance
in executing work.

“This contract brings together MWH Constructors, Inc., the
largest CMAR wastewater contractor in the U.S., and J.A.
Tiberti Construction, which has successfully built major
infrastructure projects in Southern Nevada for more than
60 years,” said Larry Brown, Chairman of the Clark County
Water Reclamation District.
The contract was awarded July 2014, and construction will
begin during the first quarter of 2015. Taking approximately
30 months to complete, it is anticipated that 250 local jobs
will be created will be created during construction.

MWH Constructors has been working on the renovation
and expansion of the Tres Rios WRF since 2009. The
original facility began operation in 1977 at 25 mgd, was
subsequently upgraded to 37.5 mgd in 2006, and now
upgrading to 50 mgd. The new facility includes four new
1,000 hp blowers, a new 14 million gallon bioreactor basin,
four new secondary clarifiers, a new pump station with a
digested sludge, WAS and recycle storage tanks, a new
WAS thickening facility with three new gravity belt thickeners (GBT), and new odor control equipment all 100 percent
fully automated. Along with serving as the construction
manager-at-risk, the team also self-performed more than
$45 million (£27 million) of work at the facility.
The project team was recently recognized by the Arizona
Chapter of the American Public Works Association (APWA)
with the Public Works Project of the Year in the Environment award in the category of more than $75 Million
category. The award was also sent to APWA National to
compete for the National Public Works Project of the Year.
The achievement was celebrated at the 2014 APWA Arizona
Chapter Statewide Conference hosted at the Hilton Tucson
El Conquistador Hotel in Oro Valley. The awards presentation recognized the agency, design consultant, and contractor, as well as the award-winning aspects of the project.

Focus on our core business
• Revenues and gross profit have been transferred to the
regions
• The direct business has been transferred into the regions

U.K. Operations

• Disposing of underutilized plant
• Establishment of off-site fabrication within meps
Focus on back to basics
• Certification and training of operational teams

U.K. Operations Reorganizes into Districts
MWH Treatment Recently announced three new District
Managing Directors to lead each business, and the changes to support the new functional leadership team.
District-1 North: Rolfe Nuttall as District
Managing Director will lead the Northern District. This district will include Scotland led by
Tony Collins (Q&S iv) and Phil Rudd current
operations, UU led by Aidan Spillane, the
waste to energy business led by Ian Miller,
Northumbrian (North region) business led by Ian Foster.
Rolfe will report to Blair Lavoie.
District-2 Central: I would like to welcome
back Paul Gledhill, Paul brings us 20 years
of water experience and was a Biwater
executive many years ago. Paul will lead our
Central District working closely with Stephen Kennedy; framework leader for Severn
Trent, Nick Addison; framework leader for Anglian, Tom
Standring who leads the Anglian AMP5-6 transition, and
Richard Brennan who leads our leakage business. Paul
will report to Blair Lavoie.
District-3 South: Paul Bresnan, Paul will
work closely with Kerry Morgan (GBM),
Kieron Kenny (Wessex and Southern Water)
and the SMB team to transition from the ECI
phase to project delivery phase.
In order to ensure a smooth transition from our current
structure to the new more regionally focused business,
and to further ensure that our teams are ready to start delivering the AMP6 efficiencies, we see the need for support
functions that will work closely with the three districts:
Construction Services: David Marsh will
continue leading construction services.
A few of our successes as of today are:

Focus on AMP 6 efficiencies
• Continue to lower our overhead and operating costs
• Continue transferring staff into the regions
David will continue to lead our meps, engineering services,
estimating and procurement. David will report to Blair
Lavoie, and work closely with Steve Garson on day-to-day
issues.

Integrated Financial System (IFS) Update
At the end of June, the IFS team completed Pilot 3 of 6,
this tests that App 8 can currently do all the functions of
the current system.
Pilot 4 will test that all our business processes can be carried out in App 8. Continuous Improvements are ongoing
within each function to improve how we are currently doing
business.
The IFS team has currently identified 88 Continuous
Improvements. To gain a deeper understanding of IFS and
its capabilities in each department, speak to the Functional
Lead.
• Design - Rob Perrett
• Operations & Commercial - Paul Johnson
• Pursuits & Solutions - Gary Broadley
• Procurement - Suzanne Cunningham
• Finance - Andrew Cox
• HR - Carrie Banks
• SHEQual - Alasdair Harry

meps Update
meps is the joint venture between
MWH Treatment and EPS Group to
design, manufacture, supply, install
and commission off-site fabricated products and solutions for the U.K. Wet Infrastructure
market. Since its formation in January, meps has delivered
a number of successful projects including:

Rockcliffe; Client: WGM
Horizontal Rotor – off-loaded, installed and operational in 1
working day.

Llyn Conway; Client: B&V
DAF Scraper – off-site fabrication and testing for ease of
installation in a building without permanent lifting facility.

Pirehill; Client: MWH
Chemical Dosing – off-site fabrication and testing enabled
off-loading and installation to be completed in 1 working
day.

Caister; Client: NMC
Finnchain scraper – order to completion in 8 weeks prior to
start of Bathing Water Season.

The future is also looking bright as there is a very active
secured order book with large orders in manufacturing for:
1. Scottish Region’s Dalmuir – to provide Rotary distributors for the nitrifying trickling filters and the picket fence
thickeners internals
2. Anglian Water to provide rotors, distributors and scraper
bridges

Health and Safety Conference 2014
MWH Treatment understands the importance of “working
well together” with our stakeholders; we endeavour to influence the construction industry in a positive and sustainable manner.

Pytchley; Client: Anglian Water
Horizontal Rotor – off-site fabrication and testing for rapid
installation.

This year’s Health, Safety and Wellbeing conference took
place at the Heart of England Conference Centre on 16th
and 17th July and the theme was “Working Well Together”. Over 400 people attended the event. MWH Treatment
worked closely with its employees, clients, supply chain
and other organisations such as Considerate Constructors,
ROSPA and the British Safety Council to educate the workforce on all aspects of Health, Safety and Wellbeing.

The Conference saw some fantastic presenters including;
Mark Hedges, Stephen Kennedy, Kerry Morgan, Trasie
Woolley, Tony Collins, Rolfe Nuttall, Mike Crane, Shane
O’Sullivan, Shervin Tabatabai and many more. Thank you
to all attendees for their participation; the feedback has
been tremendous.

Advance JV Selected for United Utilities
AMP6 Capital Delivery Program Framework

Advance, the joint venture between MWH Treatment and
Balfour Beatty has been selected as a Construction Delivery
Partner for United Utilities AMP6 Capital Investment Program.
Advance will be one of four Construction Delivery Partners
working collaboratively with United Utilities to develop and
deliver solutions for the company’s capital program, covering the delivery of clean and wastewater, infrastructure and
non-infrastructure solutions which will support United Utilities
customer promises.
Delivery Partners will start work on a Transition Investment Program in preparation for the start of AMP6 delivery,
running from April 2015 to March 2020. The aim is that the
delivery partners will build a long-term relationship with United Utilities with the potential for the contracts to be extended
up to 2026.
MWH Treatment Managing Director, Rolfe Nuttall added,
“This award is a fantastic opportunity for MWH Treatment
and Balfour Beatty to bring our complementary capabilities to the United Utilities program. AMP6 and the TOTEX
environment present new challenges for us all and we look
forward bringing the breadth and depth of MWH Treatment
capability in delivering the best outcomes for United Utilities’
customers through collaboration and innovation.”

Paul Gledhill, Managing Director said “Our Health and
Safety Conference was a fantastic learning and networking
experience. Our theme of Working Well Together was not
only highly relevant to today’s ever increasingly collaborative U.K. water industry but was also reflected in the
conference organisation and delivery by the diversity of the
presentations and presenters coming from MWH Treatment colleagues, customers and supply chain partners.
The best part of my job is meeting the great people we
work with and the learning and development opportunities
this provides, the conference didn’t disappoint, I learned
a load of new ideas such as ‘the tap on the shoulder’,
‘the 20 second rule’ and many, many more. My thanks
to the organisers and all the presenters who taught
an old dog some new tricks.”

Awards

Presidents Awards
Outstanding Management

UK AMP6 Campaign
The AMP6 marketing team has secured up to 15 years of
work with Thames Water, Seven-Trent-Water and Anglian
Water. During this period, the team established several best
in class campaign tools including an approach to business
plan alignment, client relationship research and management, quote farming, bid writing and submission design,
award support campaign and team and individual behavioral training. These tools and approaches have consistently
positioned MWH as one of the most successful AMP6
contractors. In addition, the team has worked collaboratively with MWH (UK) facilitating cross campaign support,
jointly creating optimized bids in both business areas. The
management of this campaign has been excellent.

U.S. Operations
The U.S. operations team performed outstanding fiscal
management, enabling U.S. operations to exceed 2013
goals.
U.S. Construction Management Sales
The CMS team shared a new work goal in the beginning
of 2013. Through great teamwork, innovation in marketing
management approaches, tools and resource application,
they exceeded their signing goal by 33 percent. The CMS
group gross profit exceeded their budget by 46 percent.

Outstanding Marketing
UK W2E Team
The UK W2E team is recognized for its hard work, dedication and unrelenting commitment in the pursuit and subsequent award of the Tyseley £40.1 million ($65 million),
10MW bio energy power plant. This award positions MWH
in the UK into a new and exciting industry sector, and
supports our strategic goal to diversify outside of the water
sector. This scheme is the first of its type in the UK of this
size, and positions MWH as market leaders in the bio
energy market in the UK.

Outstanding Technical/Quality
U.S. District 3, West Coast
The Tres Rios Wastewater Reclamation Facility (formerly
the Ina Road Wastewater Reclamation Facility) team successfully delivered the $226 million (£134 million) project
ahead of schedule and under budget with outstanding
quality and safety records through exemplary performance
in executing work. MWH has been working on the renovation and expansion of the Tres Rios Wastewater Reclamation Facility since 2009.
The original facility began operation in 1977 at 25 mgd,
was subsequently upgraded to 37.5 mgd in 2006, and now
upgrading to 50 MGD. The new Tres Rios Wastewater
Reclamation Facility includes four new 1,000 hp blowers, a
new 14 million gallon bioreactor basin, four new secondary
clarifiers, a new pump station with a digested sludge, WAS
and recycle storage tanks, a new WAS thickening facility
with three new gravity belt thickeners (GBT), and new odor
control equipment all 100 percent fully automated.
Along with serving as the construction manager-at-risk,
the team also self-performed more than $45 million (£27
million) of work at the facility. MWH is currently completing

a $7 million (£4.15 million) Central Plant that was turned
over in December 2013, along with several building remodels that will be complete in March of 2014.
UK Bundle 25A Project Management Team
Bundle 25A consisted of four schemes for Scottish Water
Solutions which all involved the upgrading of live wastewater treatment works in Glasgow with an initial contract value
of £8 million ($13.5 million). The projects were delivered
under challenging terms and conditions where the risk
profile was required to be managed to deliver successful
outcomes. The level of change orders was significant at
£1.8 million ($3 million) additional revenue.
The wastewater treatment works on which the schemes
were delivered safely, contained operational issues which
had the potential to impact on project delivery. Through
excellent foresight, planning and client management, the
project teams were able to deliver the projects effectively
whilst at the same time assisting the client in overcoming
their issues.

across a broad range of categories including construction,
innovation, environment and team achievement. Judges
assessed all projects submitted and MWH were commended in both the large and medium project categories for
Bamford WTW Enhancements Scheme and Raithby WTW
respectively.

Anacortes WTP Team Receives Award by
American Public Works Association
The City of Anacortes, WA, along with MWH Constructors
were recognized by the American Public Works Association for receiving the 2014 Washington Chapter Project of
the Year award for the Anacortes Water Treatment Plant
Improvements Project. MWH Constructors performed
construction management on this $56 million project to
modernize and upgrade the existing treatment plant. The
project was completed four months ahead of schedule, under budget, and without any outstanding contractor claims.

Although the project was bid competitively during economic
downturn it has been successfully completed during 2013
with a 60 percent improvement to original margin, satisfied client and a healthy cash position throughout. Project
teams were Phil Rudd, Dan Rudd, Nathan Rowles, Colin
Irving and Andy Kilby.
Outstanding Special
U.S. Operations District 1, East Coast
Through the outstanding leadership of Mike Harris and his
east coast senior leader ship team, the east coast team
has won the Ft. Polk, Fremont concrete and mechanical
packages, and Palm Beach hard bids. District 1 leadership
team: Mike Harris, Greg Dills, Thad Buckley and Dick Dei.

Outstanding Support
U.S. Risk Management Group
The U.S. Risk Management group, led by Phil Croessmann, has supported the U.S. operations and closed out
over $10 million in construction claims. Presently, they are
working/supporting all U.S. projects with claim avoidance,
risk mitigation and training. A few of the projects they have
worked on are Austin, Pima, Mesa Water District, and SARI
-Water District. Besides Phil, the members of the risk group
are Michael Pavlovich, Brian Furniss, and Nick Perrino.

MWH commended at the East Midlands
ICE Awards
The East Midlands’ finest civil engineering projects were
celebrated last week at an annual awards presentation
evening run by the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE).
The region’s top projects were submitted for judging

The success of the project was due to the strong working
relationships and collaborative efforts fostered by MWH
Constructors’ construction management team between the
contractor, owner, and designer. Congratulations to Greg
Harris, Brandt Barnes, Scott Hakes, Kristina McLean and
all who contributed to this award-winning project.
Congratulations to the entire project team!

Wellness &
Community Outreach

Fremont Teams Up for Relay for Life
Employees in Fremont, Ohio have recently joined forces
with joint venture partner, Mosser Construction, to raise
funds for the American Cancer Society and formed a team
for the Relay for Life event. MWH Constructors generously
donated $500 to support the cancer society, and the staff
set a personal goal to see if the small, but mighty team,
could match the corporate donation.

MWH Constructors Makes Strides with
Wellness Program

We have touched on two important elements of wellness this quarter: physical and financial health. August 1
launched our second annual FIT in a Few Changes corporate challenge. We will be using a free smartphone app
to track steps and water intake. Winners will be awarded
weekly as well as in several final categories such as, grand
prize, the top five in each district and the corporate office,
the project site with the highest percentage of participation,
and most improved. We have a lot of fun health related
prize packages, so be sure to participate and win!
Free Health Screenings
Our annual free and confidential health screenings were
recently completed in July. Employees from across the
country participated in a fasting blood draw to check a thirty-five panel blood screen. Early detection is the difference
between having a life threatening disease or a manageable health issue.
Financial Wellbeing
Awareness is also vital when considering financial wellbeing. Understanding how money works, your money
behaviors and learning financial strategies will increase
your financial health. To that end, we elected to partner
with Dave Ramsey’s CORE Financial Wellness program
to provide financial education. This series includes six
months access to eight video lessons, downloadable apps,
worksheets and audios, and an “Ask Dave” question and
answer page. We will roll out our next session of online
training in September.

Third Annual Friendly Cricket Match
The crew rallied together and held not one, but three fundraisers. The first, a donut and coffee day netted $117.30.
Second, a safety breakfast during the monthly safety
meeting brought in $74.00. Thirdly, a hamburger and hot
dog cookout, which was held on June 6, garnered $346.33
in donations and attendance by our client. In total MWH
Constructors was able to contribute $1,037.63.
Team members included: Bryan Canzoneri, Doug Hart,
Nichole Jenkins, Ron Cook, as well as Jill Bosh and Terri
Sparks from Mosser.

GBM Versus Thames Water
The third annual cricket match between
GBM and Thames Water took place on
12th of June at the South Woodford Cricket Club. This year’s Winners were ‘The
Team GBM’. From the outset Thames
Water were keen to reach a hat trick of
wins. They set a commendable target of 132
runs in 20 overs. GBM put-up an outstanding team performance in all departments to win the game reaching the set
target with seven wickets to spare.

The game had all the ingredients of any major Twenty-20
tournament; intense, thrilling and fun with theaction continuing all the way till the last ball of the last over. A nail
biting finish for the players and spectators resulted in a
memorable evening.

The Big Bang National Celebration
MWH Treatment Supported Severn Trent Water at the
U.K.’s largest science and technology fair for youngsters.
The Big Bang is a national celebration of science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) for young people in
the U.K.
We were proud to showcase some of our recent projects
and promote awareness of our business activities to an
audience of over 2000 young people. The youngsters were
fascinated to hear about the employee skill sets required
to create and maintain water and sewage treatment works
and exactly what does happens when you flush the loo or
turn on the tap!

The evening closed with Barbecue in the park and enjoying chilled beer in the bright sun. Overall it was a fantastic
evening!
Below is a list of team members and some of the notable
individual performances.
The GBM Team
Ananda Krishnan, Ben Wallace, Andy Biggins, John
Mulrooney, Martin Beasley, Paul Dresou, Phil Muir, Qais
Mughal , Raghu Gondhi and Rishi Jagroop.
Awards for good performance
Man of the match		
Ben Wallace
Best Bowler			
Qais Mughal
Best sport			
Phil Muir
Excellence shot			
Rishi Jagroop
Highest number of boundaries Junior Crump (TW)
Most active participant		
Liam Shannaghty (TW)
Most energetic fielder 		
Andy Pudney (TW)
Most energetic supporter
Gordon Finlay
Outstanding catch 		
John Paris (TW)
Stylish cricketer of the day
Stuart Adams (TW)

370 Interlocken Blvd., Suite 300
Broomfield, CO 80021

UK New Hires

New
Hires

U.S. New Hires
Clay Bomberger
Timothy Biolchini
Maryam Dadabhoy
Buggy Gallion
Dan Hembree
Lorana Quinterog
Donald Romine
Derek Sherwin
Don Smith
Al Torres
Robin Walls
Douglas Wasik

Brian Ashmore
David Asprey
Viswanatha Bachireddy
Caroline Banks
James Belcher
Barry Bowes
Jamie Boyd
Daniel Bullimore
Shaun Chandler
Peter Chase
Katarzyna Chys
Scott Coleman
Gary Collison
Stephen Connell
Ben Cooper
James Cooper
James Daniels
Martyn Dixon
Christopher Ebrey
Dayne Ellis
Mark Essam
Keith Foster
Matthew Gibson

Liam Gilbert
Jason Gill
Cameron Gillespie
Paul Gledhill
Matthew Goren
Sam Gutteridge
Robert Harris
John Hayes
Shane Hill
David Holmes
Simona Horvatova
Lee Howe
Kieron Humphreys
Christopher Jamieson
Natalie Jones
Julia Kent
Philip Lawden
Ben Lawrence
Steven Lee
Martin Middleton
Mark Moore
Carl Moore
Aron Mortimer
Dale Murphy
Jonathan Newsome

Alan Newton
Bradley Newton
Andrew Ogley
Luke Poulton
Alexander Press
Sandra Savage
Paul Severn
Laura Shujah
Kirsty Smith
Benjamin Smith
Janice Spademan
Sarah Spence
Allen Stewart
Mathew Turton
Jordan Vilums
Katie Virgo
Colin Wallace
Anthony Warcup
Terri Ward
Sarah Williams
Keiron Wilsher
Edward Woolley
Christopher Wright

